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Thesis Supervised by David Stock, M.F.A. 
 
Assimilation is a work sonically exploring the tendency to seek conformity at the  
 
expense of unique ideas and creativity. The piece is based on two rhythmic motives: a  
 
brief,  flitting motive used as the basis for independent exploration of melody and the  
 
second a heavier, steady pulse, the majority that demands conformity. Throughout the  
 
piece several melodic ideas are explored in contrast to the whole, only to be assimilated  
 
back into the steady ongoing march of the second motive. Assimilation is scored for full  
 


















 ASSIMILATION is dedicated to David Stock and David Cutler, my teachers and 
mentors throughout the course of my graduate study at Duquesne University, who have 





























































































Clarinet in Bb (2)
Bass Clarinet in Bb
Bassoon
Contrabassoon
Horn in F (4)
Percussion 1:
Bass Drum, Snare,
Woodblocks (high & low),
Bell Tree, Triangle















Duration:  apx. 7 minutes
Concert Score
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